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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 

 

 

 

The publisher had struggled to be as complete and accurate as possible to 

create this report despite knowing about the regularly changing internet and 

its contents also does not want to represent the contents as accurate at any 

time. 

 

Though several efforts have been prepared to validate information 

mentioned in this journal, the Publisher takes no liability for errors, contrary 

interpretation and omissions of the subject material in this journal. Any 

apparent slights of definite person or organizations are purely unintentional. 

 

In sensible guidance journals, like everything else, there is no guarantee for 

income made. Person who reads are cautioned to respond on their opinion 

regarding their individual situations to act consequently. 

 

This manuscript is not projected for the use as a resource of legal, 

accounting, financial, business advice. All those who read this book are 

recommended to look for services of proficient professionals in the above 

mentioned fields.  

 

You can print this book for easy reading purposes. 
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Foreword 

Reiki was looked at as a strange practice from the days it was originated in 

Japan in the year 1922.  It was started by Buddhists in Japan with intentions 

to heal using the palm of the individual in order to release positive energy to 

the patient. 

 

At times reiki is considered as oriental method of treatment by specialized 

medical bodies. 
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